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Key Words Variance Confidence Intervals was the ratio of the total reported tax divided by the

Modeling total corrected tax the value as determined by In-

Random samples from highly skewed distribu- ternal Revenue Services Examination Office In

tions are apt to yield volatile results The usual the original estimation approach the usual sample-

symmetric two sigma confidence intervals would not weighted combined ratio estimator was calculated

apply since the distribution of sample results is like- along with two sigma confidence intervals using

ly to be-skewed This paper iiiustrats tife vOlatility Cochrans standard linearized variance estimator

and skewness of sample estimates from one such Cochran 1977 Since the population was known

distribution To reduce the volatility where pos to be skewed both the sample estimates and the

sible regression model for the population was confidence intervals were suspect

calculated from the sample Where the regression Approximately year after the sample was

model did not apply post-stratification was used selected population file
containing the reported

Bootstrap sample estimates of both totals and ratios tax for all returns became available We sought to

were employed to analyze the distribution quantit improve the
reliability of our estimates measure

the results and compute confidence intervals their quality and calculate confidence intervals As

We begin with some background on the data set first step we compared the sample-weighted total

to be examined and description of the original reported tax with the population file sum of the

estimation approach Next some initial attempts at reported tax For three of the seven tax-exempt

improvement are described This is followed by organization strata the sample-weighted estimate

discussion of how bootstrap samples were was only half of the population sum Further inves

generated Selection of the regression model crea- tigation revealed that the primary causes of the

tion of estimators and treatment of outliers are also discrepancies were in descending order of severity

briefly explained then some results are presented sampling variability

Finally we conclude with some ideas for future early sampling closeout

research coding and processing differences between

BACKGROUND
the sample and the population for both the

tax-exempt organization codes and tax
The IRS conducts series of surveys in the Tax-

amounts and

payer Compliance Measurement Program TCMP
out-of-scope tax returns and other differences

The 1986 study of tax-exempt organizations raised To determine the effect of sampling variability on
an interesting problem the estimator we replicated 40 samples from the

The population consisted of class of 28500 tax
population file using the original stratification and

returns filed in 1987 and 1988 covering tax periods
sampling intervals of transformed taxpayer iden

that include December 1986 The population was
tification numbers We defined the 40 transformed

stratified into seven classes of tax-exempt organiza-
taxpayer identification number intervals in cyclical

tions based on the 1954 Internal Revenue Code manner in an attempt to evenly cover the entire

Section 501c Each strata was then stratified into
population This resulted in the reported tax dis

two income classes Within organization type by tribution given in Figure and the following
income stratum probability sample was selected

reported tax statistics

To select the probability samples we employed
Population sum 58.9 million

method of selecting intervals of transformed tax-

Original weighted sample 39.6 million

payer identification numbers developed by Harte Mean of the weighted replicated

1986 Using these intervals instead of fixed
samples 62.8 million

sample sizes caused variability in the resulting sam- Median of the weighted replicated

pling rates and sample sizes However considering samples 45.4 million

the small sample sizes and in the absence of more Obviously the distribution of the
replicated

extensive analysis this variability is considered to be sample estimates is skewed It follows that using

relatively minor The primary statistic of interest symmetric two sigma confidence intervals for the
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population count divided by its weighted sample
Figure 1.--Dlstributlon of Replicated Samples count Both methods yielded similar results and

Under Original Estimation Approach showed no significant improvement over the

Reported Tax original estimator Once we recognized the severity

dollars of the skewness we tried using regression to es

200
.3

timate the corrected tax for the largest 100 returns

in each organization class stratum We decided to

160 use 100 returns because in most strata more than

80 of the tax was paid by them Using both

120 reported tax and regression-estimated corrected tax

values for the largest 100 population returns we

80 could form certainty strata and calculate improved

estimates of the ratio of the reported tax divided by
40 the corrected tax The variability of the ratio Cs

timates would be sharply reduced since the new
estimator makes skewness an advantage instead of

10 15 20 25
disadvantage We had two remaining problemsNumber of Replicates

______________________________________ how good was the new estimator and having

rejected using two sigma confidence intervals how
total reported tax would be inappropriate Using do we construct confidence intervals around the new
symmetric two sigma confidence intervals for the estimates

ratio of the total reported tax over the total cor
ANALYSIS METHODOLOGY

rected tax is therefore questionable Distributions

for individual classes of tax-exempt organizations
Creating Bootstrap Samples

were more variable but similar
We wanted simple method to calculate con-

The second cause of the discrepancies between fidence intervals Most replication methods are

the population values and the weighted sample es- simple to implement The question now is which

timates was the early sample cutoff Due to the
method is likely to yield the best results when regres

detailed and expensive nature of calculating cor-
sion modeling is used After

reviewing the litera

rected tax sample selection closed Out little over ture Efron and Gong 1983 Rao and Wu 1988

year after all the tax returns were required to be Sitter 1990a 1990b we decided to use bootstrap-

filed Based on the population file five percent of ping Of the bootstrapping methods Sitters mir
the returns had not been filed yet and another five ror matching approach in theory seemed to yield

percent were still being processed and unavailable
the best estimates Implementation of McCarthy

for sampling Consequently up to ten percent of and Snowdens 1985 with-replacement

the discrepancy between the original sample- bootstrap appeared to be simpler They suggested

weighted estimates and the population sums can be using bootstrap stratum sample sizes of

attributed to the early cutoff The two remaining .1I1-t
causes out-of-scope returns and other processing

where is the original sample size and

and coding differences accounted for less than five n/N is the the finite population

percent of the discrepancy Further details of the
correction factor

purpose of the study and the results are given in Cox Ignoring the finite population correction this

1991 and Nunns 1991 reduces to using bootstrap stratum sample sizes of

nh-1 for stratum
EXPLORATORY ATIEMPTS AT

Thus we selected 400 bootstrap samples inde
IMPROVEMENT

pendently for each tax-exempt organizationTo improve the estimates we first tried using
stratum as follows

post-stratification We ordered the population by
For each of the two original income sampling

reported tax within tax-exempt organization strata
strata we obtained the original sample

and defined our tax class post-strata within each and selected from it with-replacement
stratum Each sample unit was then either given sample of size nh-1 If particular sample
new weight equal to the stratum population count return was selected times then we made
divided by its sample count or had its original duplicate copies of that return

weight adjusted by factor equal to the stratum Each bootstrap now consisted of n1-1
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sample returns from stratum and n2-1 Mean Square Errors

sample returns from stratum We For each stratum we then analyzed the

repeated this procedure 400 times squares RMSEs and plot the predictors and

In addition to the 400 bootstrap samples we the residuals against the regressor for the first

created an all data sample replicate to provide five bootstraps Where necessary we

reference point for our modeling and analysis
redefined the outliers and ran another set

Selection of the Regression Model of five bootstraps before
processing the full

Before bootstrapping the regression-modeled es-

set of 400 bootstraps

For each of the 400 bootstrap samples we then
timators we needed to determine the general

regression model First we plotted the variable to
generated separate regression model and calcu

be modeled -- corrected tax -- against each of the
lated the predicted corrected tax by applying the

variables on the population file The plots against
bootstrap regression estimated coefficients to the

both Of the two best regressors showed linear
population file repàrted tax and adding back the

relationship except for spike at zero All stepwise

random noise The random noise was normal

regressions yielded dismal R-squares of less than
variate distributed Normal0sigmar where

because of thespike Since our primary interestwas
sigmar is the r-th bootstrap residual Root Mean

to model the corrected tax for the high tax returns
Square Error from the regression Having defined

those returns with zero reported tax i.e the spike
the general regression model we could then calcu

were removed prior to the regression This
late bootstrapped modeled estimates to determine

modification resulted in R-squares of around .9 or
the variability of our estimators including the part

better R.squares of .9 were achieved by using
due to regression modeling

reported tax as the sole regressor Including other
Selection of the Estimators

correlated regressors made little additional im-
Before calculating bootstrapped-modeled es

provement Thus we decided to use reported tax as
timates the exact form of the estimator had to be

the sole regressor further analysis showed that
determined We experimented with developing dif

the relationship was basically linear so higher order
ferent models from various tax class definitions and

terms were not needed Our final model was applying the resulting regression coefficients to

bx variety of tax classes This was an attempt to build

where predicted value of the corrected
in some cross-validation In many of the trials the

tax
models fit poorly as indicated by bootstrap

reported tax value on the squares
of less than 0.5 In the final analysis we

population file
abandoned our attempt at cross-validation and

ab regression coefficients and decided to generate the bootstrap regression models

random noise added back using all positive reported tax sample returns For

explained below most of the tax-exempt organization strata the

Technically the model isyrx ar br
regression models fit quite well -- their R-squares

erx since the regression coefficients vary by were around 0.95

bootstrap replicate
and the random noise After generating these models we decided to

varies randomly with each bootstrap and tax return
apply the resulting regression coefficients to all

More specifically to create the 400 bootstrap population file returns that had positive reported

samples the procedure was tax Thus we obtained corrected tax estimates for

Using the organization stratum-by-stratum the entire positive reported tax strata For the zero

plots of all the sample returns with positive reported tax strata we decided on using post-

reported tax we predetermined across all the
stratified estimator

bootstraps which sample units if hit would
For the two smallest tax-exempt organization

be considered an outlier Thus we ensured

that the regression R-squares and models
strata Civic Associations and Fraternal Societies

were properly specified In doing so we ig-
only 25 and 18 positive reported tax sample returns

nored the original sample weights
were available to perform the regression In neither

Next we determined which sample units
case was the linear trend clear

with duplication were in the bootstrap had For Civic Associations we decided to reject the

positive reported tax and were not outliers regression model because it did not appear to im
With these units we used unweighted ordi- prove the estimates Instead we post-stratified both

nary least squares tO calculate bootstrap the zero and positive reported tax strata and then

regression coefficients R-squares and Root ratio adjusted the estimates of the population



reported tax totals This adjustment involved mu-

tiplying the post-stratified estimates by the ratio of Figure 2.-Distribution of Corrected

the total population-reported tax divided by the Tax for Recreation Clubs

weighted sample-reported tax Thus for example Corrected Tax

the bootstrap reported tax estimates always equaled dollars

the total population-reported tax
511

For Fraternal Societies we also tried hot-deck

imputation of the corrected tax to reported tax

ratios to the entire positive reported taxpopulation 1411

Since it had only 18 positive reported tax sample

returns the method proved too volatile and was _________________

rejected
13

Treatment of Outliers ..

Since outliers were removed prior to calculating 12 __________
the regression coefficients to avoid bias they had

to be added back into the estimates This was done ________

as follows If an outlier was hit times in 1111
______

bootstrap then it was given weight of times

its original sampling weight In terms of corrected

tax the amount to be added back is times its
1011

originalsamplingweighttimestheoutliersoriginal 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90
corrected tax value However since the outliers

predicted corrected tax value is already imputed
Number of Bootstraps

when the regression coefficients are applied to the

population file of reported tax values value equal

to times the original outliers sampling weight

times the outliers weighted predicted corrected tax
Figure 3.Distribution of ReprtØd Tax

must be subtracted back out The reason for incor-
Corrected Tax Ratios for Recreation Clubs

porating
the outliers original sample weight into

Ratio
this calculation is to reflect the notion that the

outlier would sufficiently represent its presence in
70

the population based on its sampling weight _____

RESULTS ______
Even with the extremely skewed distributions

the bootstraps were very well behaved The cor
65

______ ______
rected tax values and reported tax to corrected tax _______

ratios appeared normally distributed for most of the ______ __________________

tax-exempt organization strata Figures and
.60 ______ __________________

illustrate this typical behavior using Recreation

Clubs as an example ___________ _______________
As you can see for both corrected tax an4

reported tax corrected tax the skewness has been 55 __________
eliminated the resulting distributions appear basi

cally normal

As mentioned earlier the two exceptions are
50 VViiV

tax-exempt Civic Associations and Fraternal

Societies Once again these two strata were dif-

ficulttomodelbecauaetheyhadveryfewVpositive
10 15 20 25 30 35 40

reported tax sample returns Though Fraternal Number of Bootstraps

Societies was the more stable of the two it still had

large bootstrap-to-bootstrap
variation in its models

as exhibited by the large standard deviationsof both below Large differences betwecn the means and

the R-squares and regression slopes in Table medians also confirm this
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Tabi Means M.dlans and Standard Deviations by Table compares the results for each type of

Typ of Organization
____ ____ tax-exempt organization Except for Civic Associa

Aso.tsd A.-
tions and Fraternal Societies the standard devia

Org.nlzstjon
StIltaiC Co .ctsd

R-Suars
tions were small and the means were close to the

medians This further supports the distributional

Foundation Std 2.5 0.071 08 observation above that the highly skewed charac
CMc Mssn 21.3 0.588

AZ.OCIatIOns 2i teristies of the ongmal population disappear when

l.abot M.sn 1.28 0.814 o.ase icoi regression modeling is successful R-squares were
Unions MdtIn 1.28 0.813 0.844 1.001

aid Dsv 0.11 0.087 0.031 0.018 veiy high except fpr these two small strata In fact

R-squares for Civic Organizations were not in
aid cluded in the table because the initial set of test

Club
bootstraps indicated the R-square values would be

-u- c...e 0g73 0736 0676 iou iowforregression toWOikih that The
Soclstl. Msdlan 0.45 0.808 0.901 0.818

Sid O.v 0.14 o.44 0.277 0.322
regression slopes were all veiy close to 1.0 except

OIh.rTax.Exsmpl Mssn 36.1 0.987 0.998 1.003

Oanatlon MSdI.n 36.2 0.084 1.000 1.002 again for Fraternal Societies

______________
aid Osy 0.7 0.020 0.0004 0.004

Table contains the upper and lower 21

dSn.d und S.lcn 501c oFth 1064 bootstraps of the ratio for typical stratum Recrea

tion Clubs Confidence intervals can readily be ob
A.orssaton ki this atratuin bscauss Wss .wnpl only tamed from it For example to obtain 2-sided 90%
conlalnsd 18 posiths rspoit.d tax rstums

confidence interval we deleted the first 19 and last

19 bootstraps When using ranks to form con
Figure illustrates the distribution of bootstraps fidence intervals interpolation was necessaiy be-

for one of these strata where regression is not used
tween adjacent ranks conservative alternative

TabI Thi Upp.r and Low.r 21 Bootstrap Estimates

Figure 4.Dlstribution of Reported Tax of the Ratio for Recreation Clubs

Corrected Tax Ratios for Civic Associations R.ank ported Tax/ Rank Reported Taxi

of Corrected Tax of Corrected Tax

Ratio
Ratio Ratio Ratio Ratio

0.493300 400 0.717576

0.494051 399 0.705756
0.497918 398 0.705500
0.504837 397 0.703166

25 0.506284 396 0.696012

0.509143 395 0.693306
___ 0.51C236 394 0.687880

0.511357 393 0.684161
0.513626 392 0.683777

.925 10 0.515187 391 0.682952
x.xvoa

11 0.520128 390 0.682867
12 0.530429 389 0.681948
13 0.531154 388 0.680935

725 14 0.533988 387 0.677732
15 0.535769 388 0.677004

_______________________
16 0.536568 385 0.676304

__________________________ 17 0537030 384 0676019
18 0.537535 383 0.675293

525 19 0.537970 382 0.674822

_______
20 0.538307 381 0.673437

_______ 21 0.538565 380 0.672385

196/197 0.602428 All data

.325

20 30 40 50 60 70 80 would have been to round to the next larger con-

Number of Bootstraps
fidence interval Also the intervals need to be ad

justed negligibly upwards to account for small

NOTE Regression was not used for these tax- exempt sample variability of the ranks They should be

organizations adjusted downwards for finite population correc

tion For tax-exempt Recreation Clubs the ali

As you can see like the behavior of the 40
repli-

data or entire sample replicate fell between rank

cate expansion estimates given in Figure the dis- 1% and 197 This was close to the median bPotstrap

tribution remained skewed estimate as expected
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CONCLUSIONS AND AREAS OF FUTURE come Tax From Exempt Organizations Working

STUDY Paper Internal Revenue Service Washington DC

In conclusion the bootstrap procedure and Efron Bradley and Gong Gail 1983
regression modeling worked very well in improving Leisurely Look at the Bootstrap the Jackknife and

the original estimates from highly skewed distribu- Cross-Validation The American Statistician vol

tions In the future we may calculate new set of 37 no pp 36-48

bootstraps using sampling intervals of transformed

taxpayer
identification numbers and measure its ef-

Harte James 1986 Some Mathematical

and Statistical Aspects of the Transformed Tax
fect on confidence intervals Also we may try to

estimate the effect of the finite population correc-
payer Identification Number Sample Selection

tion on the bootstrapped-modeled confidence inter-
Tool Used at IRS American Statistical Associa

vals Finally we would like to measure the basic
lion 1986 Proceedings of the Section on Suivey Re

model-to-basic model variation One way this can
search Methods pp 603-608

be done is to do simulation study by pretending the McCarthy PJ and Snowden C.B 1985 The
sample is the population select repeated samples Bootstrap and Finite Population Sampling in Vital

from it calculate bootstrap confidence intervals and Health Statistics Ser No 95 Public Health

from each and examine their coverage properties Service Publication 85-1369 Washington DC U.S
We expect to explore some of these options and Government Printing Office

hope to be able to report on them in the near future

Nunns Jim 1991 UBIT TCMP Study inter-
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